Travel in Style with Kochi1 Card
Offer details: Get 15% off on select products on Myntra using KMRL Axis Bank RuPay Kochi1 Card.
Offer Code: RUPAY15
Validity: Offer valid till 31-Dec-22
Steps to Redeem:
1. Click on the following link to open the applicable catalogue:
https://myntraapp.onelink.me/1L28/rupayfestive
2. Select products you wish to purchase from the catalogue according to the offer criteria.
3. Enter the coupon code “RUPAY15” in Apply coupon tab on the cart to avail the discount
4. Complete payment using KMRL Axis Bank RuPay Kochi1 Card
Terms & Conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Get extra flat 15% off (up to Rs.500) on minimum purchase of 2 products on the Myntra app or website.
Valid only on a selected catalogue for RuPay customers
Catalogue link: https://myntraapp.onelink.me/1L28/rupayfestive
The code can be used three times per Customer
This offer is not valid at any of the alliance partner retail outlets/stores
Multiple coupons cannot be clubbed in a single order
The balance amount, after the discount is availed, will have to be paid by the customer at the time of purchase
In no case, whatsoever, can the discount amount be refunded, encashed or partly encashed
Escalation Matrix: The offer is provided to RuPay cardholder/s by the merchant. NPCI is only communicating this offer
on behalf of the merchant. The offer is subject to the Terms and Conditions as prescribed by the merchant.
• Myntra's Return and Exchange Policy offers you the option to return or exchange items purchased on Myntra's
application within 30 days of the receipt. In case of return of the purchased item, please refer to the “Return
Policy” on the website/ app or call Myntra Customer care

Additional Terms & Conditions:
10. Offer shall be made available only if the RuPay cardholder makes full payment by using a valid and eligible RuPay card.
11. Offer shall not be made available in case of any void transaction.
12. NPCI shall not be held liable and be made responsible in any manner for :
• Non-availability of the offers provided by merchant.
• Non-acceptance of RuPay cards at merchant outlet.
• Any delay or loss that may be caused in delivery of the goods and services or the assured gifts, freebies /
prizes.
13. NPCI does not guarantee and make any representation about the usefulness, worthiness of the offer provided by
merchant.
14. Any disputes related to the offer(s) shall be taken up directly with the merchant and with no direct and indirect
reference to NPCI and/or any liability of nature on NPCI.
15. The existence of a dispute, if any, regarding the offer shall not constitute a claim against NPCI and shall be addressed
directly to the merchant.
16. NPCI holds out no warranty or makes no representation about the quality, delivery or otherwise of the offer(s) offered
by merchant. Any dispute or claim regarding the offer(s) by RuPay cardholder/s must be resolved with the merchant
directly without any reference to NPCI.
17. NPCI reserves the right to disqualify the alliance partner/s or cardholder/s from the benefits of the program if any
fraudulent activity is identified as being carried out for the purpose of availing the benefits under the program or
otherwise by use of the card.
18. NPCI shall not be liable for any loss or damage that may be suffered, or for any nature whatsoever that may be suffered
as a result of the offer.
19. In the event of expiry of RuPay card, the same cannot be used for the purposes of claiming any offer(s).
20. NPCI cannot be held liable for any act and omission attributable to force majeure events.

